AIA Tampa Bay Presents…
U.S. Capitol Building:
A Retrospective
The shocking events of January 6th in
and around the United States Capitol
Building are forever a part of US history.
The violation of the capital and the
interruption of the process of law will not
be soon forgotten.

Design
Composed of (3) Sections
1. Senate
o North Volume
2. House of Representatives
o South Volume
3. Rotunda
o Central unifying gathering
space.

At this time of heightened emotions the
AIA Tampa Bay would like to pause and
allow for a moment of reflection as we
ask why the Capitol Building means so
much to the citizens of the United States
and beyond. We believe buildings are
symbols. They can reflect our highest
aspirations and ground our deepest
beliefs. This noble and symbolic
structure is known to us from school field
trips, family vacations, our currency,
postage stamps, as the site for news
reporting and, of course, the backdrop
for time-honored civic events. We
believe this can be a teaching moment
for us all.

“…the Capitol “ought to be
upon a scale far superior to
anything in the Country.”
-George Washington to
Thomas Jefferson, 1792

Helpful Links to Learn More:
1.
2.
3.

https://www.nps.gov/nr/travel/wash/dc76.htm
https://www.aoc.gov/explore-capitolcampus/buildings-grounds/capitol-building/history
https://www.visitthecapitol.gov/aboutcapitol/evolution-capitol

Construction
•

First Architects to oversee construction
were Stephen H. Hallet and George
Hadfield.

•

Architect James Hoban finished the
North wing for the first Congressional
session held in the Capital on November
17, 1800.

`

Capitol Hill Growth Timeline:
1.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Os1djKfl7ZU&featu
re=emb_logo

Re-Construction

New Additions

Work proceed slowly with the completion of
the Senate wing completed in 1800 and the
House wing in 1811. During the War of 1812,
British troops set fire to the Capitol (and
other buildings in the DC area). The fire was
halted by a timely rainstorm and architect
Benjamin Henry Latrobe, who had
previously overseen the completion of the
House wing, began the reconstruction
project (completed in 1826)

The Capitol continues with various
additions and renovations throughout
the late 19th and 20th century. Most
recently the Capitol Visitor Center, a
580,000 square foot underground
addition was completed in 2008 and
multiple dome restoration projects
have been undertaken in recent years

Dome Renovation

Early Days
The United States Capitol, or Capitol
Building, has a long history consisting of
numerous additions and reconstructions,
each reflecting the ambitions, growth
and maturity of the United States. This
history began with an inauspicious start
after a failed design competition
organized, in 1792, by then Secretary of
State, Thomas Jefferson.

In 1855 the decision was taken to construct
a new cast-iron dome to replace the
existing more modest dome and bring the
proportions in line with recent additions to
the building. The proposal would triple the
size of the existing dome in a multi-tiered
dome influenced by London’s St. Paul’s
Cathedral and St. Peter’s Basilica in Rome.
The cost of the new dome was a concern
to some during the Civil War. President
Abraham Lincoln insisted the construction
continue, saying, "If people see the Capitol
going on, it is a sign we intend the Union
shall go on." Since 1863, the Statue of
Freedom, a bronze statue weighing over
seven tons and standing almost 20 feet tall,
is stationed atop the dome. In 1865 Lincoln
would deliver his second inaugural address
from the Capitol’s East Portico and later the
same year would lie in state in the rotunda
beneath the new capitol dome.

Change is a Constant
The US Capitol, like democracy itself, is
an ongoing project with additions,
renovations and updates to insure it is
a sturdy, functional modern artifice
aligned with our needs and ambitions,
and supportive of our highest
aspirations.

